
LOCAL RULES GOLF SON PARC - MENORCA 

The Golf Rules of the Royal Spanish Golf Federation, the Permanent Local Rules of the Balearic Golf 

Federation and the following LOCAL RULES apply: 

 

OUT OF BOUNDS (Rule 2.1) 

 

The boundaries of the course are defined by lines and white stakes, stone walls, fences and the part 

closest to the course of the sidewalks of the streets of the urbanization, prevailing in this order. 

 

During the play of hole 1& 9, there is an internal Out of Bounds. On hole 9 to the left of the fairway 

of said hole, marked with white and green stakes (white towards hole 9 and green towards hole 10).  

On hole 1 to the right of the fairway (white towards hole 1 and green towards hole 2).   

These stakes are considered boundary objects during the play of hole 9. For all other holes, the stakes 

are immovable obstructions. 

 

SPECIAL RELIEF PROCEDURES: 

a)   Preferred lies (place a ball). Committee procedures. Local Rule Model E-3: 30 cms.  

b)  Dropping Zones Holes 3 and 8 (Local Rule Model E-1.1) If a ball is in the  

penalty area of holes 3 or 8, the player has these relief options, each with one 

penalty stroke:  

Take relief under Rule 17.1, or as an extra option, drop the original ball or another 

ball in the dropping zone, which is a relief area under Rule 14.3.  

 

ABNORMAL COURSE CONDITIONS (Rule 16) and INTEGRAL OBJECTS 

 

a) Immovable obstructions. All golfcar paths, stones that line those paths (which are   

considered to be part of the same obstruction), and enter-of-green distance markings. 

b)  Integral Objects. The walls that do not delimit the course and the stacked stones, whether 

they contain soil or not, are considered integral objects of the course. 

c) The Landscaped areas delimited with stones containing gravel or soil between the green of 

hole 1 and the tee of hole 2, to the right of the green of hole 8 and that of the tee of hole 17, 

in addition to the Nursery Area located between the left of the fairway of hole 1 and the left 

of the fairway of hole 17, are areas of NO PLAY ZONES that are treated as an abnormal 

condition of the course. Relief must be taken without penalty for interference from the 

no-play zone under Rule 16.1f. 

d) Protection of Young Trees. Committee procedures. Local Rule Model E-10. 

The young trees identified by a plant stake are areas of NO PLAY ZONES. If a player's ball lies 

anywhere on the course other than in a penalty area and it lies on, or touches such a tree or such a 

tree interferes with the player’s stance or area of intended swing, the player must take penalty-free 

relief for interference from the no-play zone under rule 16.1f. 

 

WASTE AREAS 

 

These are all bunker-like areas containing rocks identified with a white X. They are part of the 

General Area. 
 

 


